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AGENDA

• Principles of  branding and 
brand management

• Discussing Burberry as an 
example brand

• Guest lecture: Essi Pöyry and 
Influencer Marketing



“A brand is essentially a container for a 
customer’s complete experience with the 
product or company.”

-- Sergio Zyman













When would you think each of  these would 
be more central in fashion branding?
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How a fashion company does 
either “old” or “new” speaks 
volumes about its brand position!



What are the key brand engineering 
concerns in fashion?



A brand portfolio strategy:
The logic of  organizing brands 
under the company’s control



BRAND PORTFOLIO STRATEGIES
There are two opposite ends of  a spectrum where the focus attention is either on the 
product brand or the parent/corporate brand:

1. House of  brands: maximun separation between product brands and corporate brand

2. Endorsed brands: the master brand lends the (relatively) independent brand 
credibility (i.e., ”Marvel’s the Avengers”)

3. Sub-brands: the sub-brand relies quite a bit on the master brand’s prestige yet has its 
own identity (i.e., Toyota Prius)

4. Branded house: minimal separation between product brands and corporate brand





WHAT ARE THE KEY PORTFOLIO CONCERNS?

•What is the master brand?
•What are endorser brands?
•What are the sub-brands?
•What are the branded features or co-brands?
•What are the “driver roles” of  branding?
•When to add, delete, or reconfigure brand hierarchies?





• Upward line stretching
• Introducing a new brand/product in 

the top range (e.g. better quality, higher
price)

• Downward line stretching
• Introducing a new brand/product in 

the low range (e.g. more affordable
option)

• Filling out strategy
• Add sizes, styles, colors etc.

•What are the dangers of  
stretching too high or low?





BURBERRY



BURBERRY: DISCUSS!
1. What is the structure of  the Burberry brand and 

how is this reflected in the business model?
2. How much variation or flexibility do you see in 

Burberry in how this model is implemented across 
regions?

3. How has digitalization and social media changed 
how Burberry operates?



BURBERRY

“The re-alignment of  Burberry’s business model, 
with its partial public share offering; a preference 
for internal control over manufacturing and 
distribution; the expansion of  the product portfolio 
to include a wider customer base and the adoption 
of  a multi-brand positioning, reflect many of  the 
developments that have occurred within other 
premium international fashion retail companies. 
These include firms such as Gucci, Ralph Lauren 
and Prada (Moore and Fernie, 2004).”



BURBERRY: WHAT WAS THE PROBLEM?
1. a too heavy reliance upon a small base of  core products;
2. a company-owned retail network based within non-strategic locations;
3. an inconsistent wholesale distribution strategy with Burberry products 

being sold in a wide-range of  retail environments of  varying quality;
4. parallel trading of  Burberry products by legitimate wholesale customers 

to other non-approved distributors and stockists;
5. a poorly controlled licensing strategy which resulted in inconsistencies in 

prices, design and quality control across markets; 
6. under-investment in corporate infrastructures, specifically in relation to 

marketing, merchandising, product development and other support 
functions. 
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Traditional Brand Management Two-bodied Person-Brand Framework

Emphasis Areas Focal priority = net revenue Focal priority = reducing risk

Stewardship of the brand; brand equity Explicit management of person and brand; person-brand equity

Prioritizing the brand and turning the person into a brand (or, 
treating the person as a brand)

Prioritizing the human qualities of the person-brand

Fit between person and brand attributes Consistency and balance between person and brand

End goal of separation between person and brand Ongoing interdependence between person and brand

Brand as long-term asset Option for short-term person-brand

Risk Management Focus on and disclosure of mortality risk Focus on and disclosure of a portfolio of risks stemming from 
mortality, hubris, unpredictability, social embeddedness

Risk management = Crisis intervention Risk management = Ongoing, daily management of the person-
brand

Death insurance to manage mortality risk Succession planning, brand equity transfers, rebranding, and 
other mechanisms for managing mortality risk

Insurance contracts with conduct clauses to protect the firm 
from human failures and risks

Governance mechanisms to protect firm from risks, including: 
Limits on stock ownership concentration in hands of person-
brand; Controls on nature and number of C-level appointments 
held by person-brand; Explicit management of the person as part 
and parcel of task of managing the person-brand 

Managing Doppelgängers in the marketplace Managing the Doppelgänger within

Marketing 
Tools/Levers

Product-focused marketing tools (the 4Ps) Person-focused cultural branding tools and skills (corporate 
communications and PR toolkit, person-handling skills, cultural 
acuity)

Differentiation and relevance as focal brand strength pillars Authenticity and intimacy as focal brand strength pillars

Brand knowledge/awareness Person-Brand celebrity 
Tight control of brand meaning “Open brand meaning system” accepting of person-brand 

inconsistencies 
Tracking of brand beliefs versus competition Tracking to gauge risk exposures from human factors in the 

person-brand



VAATEPUU AS A BRAND?
1. What is Vaatepuu’s brand (meanings, 

personality, experience)?
2. What kind of  emotional connection 

and brand engagement should 
Vaatepuu strive for?

3. What is the relationship between 
Vaatepuu and the brands it offers?

4. What kind of  brand experiences 
(digitally and offline) could Vaatepuu
facilitate or create?

5. What could be Vaatepuu’s brand 
aspiration or “extension” plans 
beyond its current business category?



FOR NEXT TIME:

• Dion, D., & Arnould, E. (2011). Retail luxury strategy: assembling 
charisma through art and magic. Journal of  Retailing, 87(4), 502-
520.

• von Wallpach, S., Hemetsberger, A., Thomsen, T. U., & Belk, R. 
W. (2019). Moments of  luxury–A qualitative account of  the 
experiential essence of  luxury. Journal of  Business Research.

• Start preparing for the first Harvard case!


